Integral membrane proteins of the cell surface and most intracellular compartments of eukaryotic cells are assembled at the endoplasmic reticulum. Two highly conserved and parallel pathways mediate membrane protein targeting to and insertion into this organelle. The classical cotranslational pathway, utilized by most membrane proteins, involves targeting by the signal recognition particle followed by insertion via the Sec61 translocon. A more specialized posttranslational pathway, employed by many tail-anchored membrane proteins, is composed of entirely different factors centered around a cytosolic ATPase termed TRC40 or Get3. Both of these pathways overcome the same biophysical challenges of ferrying hydrophobic cargo through an aqueous milieu, selectively delivering it to one among several intracellular membranes and asymmetrically integrating its transmembrane domain(s) into the lipid bilayer. Here, we review the conceptual and mechanistic themes underlying these core membrane protein insertion pathways, the complexities that challenge our understanding, and future directions to overcome these obstacles.
INTRODUCTION
Integral membrane proteins (IMPs) make up 20-30% of the eukaryotic proteome and are extremely diverse. They serve many essential cellular functions, such as functioning as signaling receptors, mediating intracellular trafficking, facilitating organelle biogenesis, and transporting a variety of molecules across cellular membranes. Structurally, IMPs range from having a single transmembrane domain (TMD) that simply anchors a soluble domain to the membrane to having tightly packed bundles containing more than 20 TMDs (Figure 1a) . Most of the cell's IMPs populate the plasma membrane and intracellular compartments of the secretory and endocytic pathways. All these proteins are initially assembled at the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). This is the site where an IMP's TMD(s) are integrated into the membrane, final topology is determined, and tertiary and quaternary structures are achieved (Alder & Johnson 2004 , Skach 2009 ). If these decisive steps in IMP biogenesis are successful, the IMP is subsequently sorted to its final location of function (Pryer et al. 1992 , Rothman 1994 . Otherwise, one of several quality-control pathways routes the IMP for degradation (Hegde & Ploegh 2010 , Meusser et al. 2005 .
All IMPs destined to be inserted into the ER face a set of biophysical challenges that must be overcome by the targeting and insertion machinery. First, the hydrophobic TMDs of IMPs must be continuously shielded from the aqueous cytosol. This shielding is essential because the tremendously crowded cytosolic environment (∼300 mg/ml protein) would promote potentially toxic aggregation and inappropriate interactions. Thus, TMDs need to be recognized as they emerge from the ribosome by the targeting machinery. Second, IMPs must be targeted to the appropriate organelle, which requires the cytosolic targeting factors to interface with specific membrane receptors. Third, the TMDs need a route of transport past the highly polar surface of the membrane into the hydrophobic core of the lipid bilayer. This The structural diversity of integral membrane proteins. (a) Several types of integral membrane proteins are shown in different topologies. Most types of membrane proteins are inserted by a cotranslational pathway, although some use a posttranslational pathway. ER, endoplasmic reticulum. (b) Hydrophilicity plot of a G protein-coupled receptor (bovine rhodopsin) using the Kyte-Doolittle scale. The hydrophobic regions are below the axis and indicated in gold. Note that six of the seven transmembrane domains (TMDs) are easily recognizable by their hydrophobicity, but the seventh is more polar. Sequences of the first and last TMDs are shown; polar residues within each TMD are indicated by asterisks. (c) Three-dimensional structure of bovine rhodopsin showing that TMDs are highly variable in structure; some are tilted or kinked. TMD1 and TMD7 are shown in blue and red, respectively. The unusual sequence features of TMD7 (see panel b) correspond to its unusual structure in the membrane.
IMP: integral membrane protein

TMD: transmembrane domain
ER: endoplasmic reticulum TMD insertion must be asymmetric, with the final orientation consistent with the IMP's final folded state. This means that the insertion machinery must recognize, orient, and provide a potential path into the membrane for a remarkably wide range of sequences.
The vast majority of IMPs are targeted and inserted into the ER as they are synthesized. This cotranslational pathway, discovered more than 30 years ago, utilizes the same machinery cells use to translocate soluble proteins across the ER membrane (Anderson et al. 1982 , Lingappa et al. 1978 , Rapoport 2007 , Wickner & Schekman 2005 . However, some IMPs whose TMDs emerge from the ribosome only after translation terminates cannot access the cotranslational pathway , Kutay et al. 1993 . Instead, these proteins insert posttranslationally by an entirely different pathway whose key components have only recently been discovered (Borgese & Fasana 2010) . This review summarizes our current knowledge of these two IMP insertion pathways, highlights common principles that have emerged from their comparison, and identifies outstanding questions moving forward.
FEATURES AND DIVERSITY OF MEMBRANE PROTEINS
The current understanding of IMP insertion has been heavily informed by extensive www.annualreviews.org • Membrane Protein Insertionstudies inspecting, comparing, manipulating, and designing IMP substrates. These studies have identified statistical features of native IMPs and experimentally probed the relationship between IMP sequence, membrane insertion, and topology. Thus, we have a solid working framework regarding the common features of TMDs and the surrounding sequences that influence insertion. This framework also provides an approximate scope of the limits of sequences and structures that can be handled by the insertion machinery. An overarching conclusion from such studies is that the IMP insertion machinery must be remarkably flexible and highly dynamic. We first summarize these substrate-centric studies before moving on to a discussion of the insertion machinery and the nature of its interactions with membrane protein substrates.
The Transmembrane Domain
The general features of a TMD must be compatible with the biophysical constraints imposed by the lipid bilayer in which it resides , White & Wimley 1999 . For insertion into the ER, the "ideal" TMD is a ∼20 residue α-helix composed of nonpolar, mostly hydrophobic side chains. This length is optimal for spanning the ∼30-Å lipid bilayer of the ER membrane, and the α-helical structure maximizes hydrogen bonding of the hydrophilic peptide backbone to shield it from the hydrophobic acyl chains of the membrane phospholipids. Indeed, TMDs with the sole function of anchoring a soluble domain to the membrane adhere closely to this idealized TMD. Consequently, an appreciation of these principles has long been used to derive TMD prediction algorithms based primarily on hydrophobicity (Argos et al. 1982 , Kyte & Doolittle 1982 .
However, most TMDs not only are membrane anchors but also play other functional roles for the protein in which they are located. These functions occur within a local context that is usually distinct from the ER lipid bilayer in which the TMD is initially inserted.
Many TMDs are part of a more complex IMP with other TMDs. Even the TMD of a singlespanning IMP often has additional functionality, such as the capacity to interact with other proteins or to be cleaved by intramembrane proteases (Urban & Freeman 2002) . Furthermore, TMDs of different compartments have different lengths and sequence features that seem to reflect the vastly different lipid compositions, membrane asymmetry, and biophysical properties among cellular membranes (Sharpe et al. 2010 ). Yet, all TMDs must be inserted at the ER, and each TMD must be triaged into the lipid bilayer shortly after it is synthesized. Thus, the environment in which a TMD is initially inserted can be markedly different from the final context in which it functions. This necessarily means that TMD sequences have competing constraints: On the one hand, a TMD must possess certain features that allow it to be identified as such by the insertion machinery. On the other hand, it must also possess elements that allow its specific trafficking, assembly, and function in its final context.
For example, polytopic (or multispanning) IMPs often contain TMDs that are remarkably polar, unusually long or short, kinked, or of poor helical propensity (Elofsson & von Heijne 2007) . Such TMDs can be entirely stable within the final IMP tertiary structure, but they can be difficult to recognize as TMDs when viewed in isolation (Figure 1b,c) . Indeed, direct analysis of individual TMDs from polytopic IMPs reveals that they are often poor in targeting and insertion assays (Enquist et al. 2009 ). These considerations explain why hydropathy-based prediction algorithms more accurately predict TMDs of single-spanning IMPs than those of polytopic IMPs ( Jones 2007 , Ott & Lingappa 2002 . Thus, it is clear that in addition to sequence features of the TMD, its positional context within a more complex protein directly influences its integration into the membrane. How the translocation machinery interprets such contextual cues and balances it with local sequence features is only partially understood (possible models are discussed below).
Determinants of Transmembrane Domain Integration
Direct experimentation has quantified the relative free-energy contribution of each amino acid within an insulated 20-residue test sequence toward the insertion propensity of a TMD (Hessa et al. 2005a,b; Hessa et al. 2007 , Lundin et al. 2008 . In these extensive analyses, the overall insertion efficiencies were measured for numerous engineered sequences that were systematically varied with respect to TMD orientation, amino acid composition, and amino acid position. These test sequences were carefully positioned to be housed uniformly within the translocation machinery, after which their net insertion efficiency was directly quantified (Figure 2a) . Beyond confirming the expected strong dependency on hydrophobicity, position effects for each amino acid were identified and quantified. Remarkably, the position effects closely mirror the changing biophysical character across the lipid bilayer, ranging from the hydrophilic head groups to the central apposition of the acyl chains from each leaflet. The apparent free-energy contribution of each amino acid in any test sequence was found to be additive, with the sum determining the final insertion probability. The strong correlation of this "biological hydrophobicity scale" with biophysical partitioning experiments employing model peptides (Ulmschneider et al. 2005; Wimley & White 1996 suggests that, for an isolated TMD insulated by engineered sequences, insertion approximates a thermodynamically driven equilibration between an aqueous environment (presumably within the translocation channel) and the surrounding lipid bilayer.
Determinants of Topology
Just as the amino acid composition of TMDs dictates insertion probability, the primary sequence also influences the topology of transmembrane segments. The first identified and still overarching determinant of IMP topology is the positive-inside rule in which positive charges (from lysines and arginines) flanking a Assay systems used to probe sequence determinants of insertion and topology. (a) An integral membrane protein (IMP) is targeted to and docked at the translocon via earlier transmembrane domains ( gray), and a later test sequence (red ) is measured for insertion. The relative amounts of the two possible outcomes are assayed, typically by a modification such as glycosylation. (b) A single-spanning IMP and its flanking sequences are systematically varied, and the substrate is presented to the translocation apparatus. The final topology achieved by this combination targeting-translocation-insertion system is assayed, again typically using glycosylation as a readout.
TMD are statistically found in the cytoplasm (Hartmann et al. 1989 , von Heijne 1986b . This effect, which is most prominently observed for bacterial IMPs (von Heijne 1986b) , is likely to be strongly influenced by the proton-motive force across the membrane (Cao et al. 1995) and a bilayer asymmetry that contains anionic phospholipids on the cytoplasmic face of the membrane (van Klompenburg et al. 1997 ). In the analogous eukaryotic ER, where there is no bilayer asymmetry or proton-motive force, the www.annualreviews.org • Membrane Protein Insertionpositive-inside statistical correlation to topology is less uniform ( Johansson et al. 1993; Sipos & von Heijne 1993; von Heijne 1986a von Heijne , 1989 Wallin & von Heijne 1998) . Nonetheless, it is still readily apparent for single-spanning IMPs and for the first TMD of polytopic IMPs. The basis of this effect is at least partially the result of electrostatic interactions of TMD flanking charges with the Sec61 translocon that may disfavor positive charges from translocating across the channel .
Studies examining how a single TMD near the N terminus of a protein inserts into the bilayer (Figure 2b ) have identified additional factors that can also influence the orientation of a TMD (Higy et al. 2004 (Higy et al. , 2005 . Longer or more hydrophobic TMDs favor a type I topology (N terminus facing the ER lumen, C terminus facing the cytosol), possibly because TMDs first enter the translocon in this orientation (Goder & Spiess 2003 , Wahlberg & Spiess 1997 , and a "stronger" TMD would partition into the lipid bilayer before reorientation. In contrast, a rapidly folding domain flanking the N terminus of the TMD tends to result in a type II topology (N terminus facing the cytosol, C terminus facing the ER lumen), presumably because the folded domain sterically hinders translocation through the translocon (Denzer et al. 1995) . Similarly, an internal TMD encountered after the N terminus has already translocated into the ER lumen (via a cleavable N-terminal signal sequence) is constrained to a type I topology because the N terminus is precluded from coming back into the cytosol.
In polytopic IMPs, adjacent TMDs necessarily have alternate topologies, so insertion of the first TMD strongly constrains the orientation of the entire IMP (Wickner & Lodish 1985) . However, this original determination is not absolute and clearly can be influenced by downstream events. In some proteins, the first TMD is insufficient to dictate insertion in a unique topology by itself and cooperates with the next TMD for insertion (Skach & Lingappa 1993) . In other instances, a protein with two TMDs appears to sample multiple topologic states, as introducing a glycosylation site into the intervening sequence can bias the final outcome by forcing that region of polypeptide to remain in the ER lumen (Goder et al. 1999) . Thus, at least some TMDs are likely to sample more than one topology before eventually inserting into the bilayer. Precisely when topology is irreversibly set remains unclear, as several examples of dynamic reorientation of polytopic IMPs have been described. For example, the protein Aquaporin-1 is initially made as a four-TMD protein but later acquires a six-TMD topology (Lu et al. 2000) . More recently, a single charge mutation at the C terminus of a four-TMD protein was sufficient to completely invert the protein's final topology (Seppala et al. 2010) . This means that topology was not irrevocably set even by the last codon, indicating that very distant sequence elements can influence insertion and topology of TMDs synthesized far earlier.
Complexities and Limits of Prediction
The insertion and topology of marginally hydrophobic TMDs are especially influenced by both local and distant positional effects including flanking and downstream sequences, the fate of neighboring TMDs, and tertiary interactions, such as hydrogen bonding with an adjacent TMD (Enquist et al. 2009 , MeindlBeinker et al. 2006 , Nilsson et al. 2000 , Sato et al. 1998 ). Not only is this apparent in polytopic IMPs as noted above, but it can also be seen for a single TMD whose insertion can be influenced by clusters of charged amino acids more than 50 residues away (Fujita et al. 2010) . Thus, the empirical rules elucidated from model substrates cannot necessarily be applied to a TMD inspected in isolation, particularly within a polytopic protein.
These effects may occur cotranslationally or may be the result of posttranslational readjustments during later stages of protein folding (Kauko et al. 2010) . The full extent of how different sequence determinants in a polytopic IMP cooperate to dictate final topology is still not well understood, and it remains difficult to distinguish the contributions of local versus global effects, which have thus far been SRP: signal recognition particle
SR: SRP receptor
RNC:
ribosome-nascent chain studied in only a few cases (Gafvelin & von Heijne 1994 , Sato et al. 1998 , Seppala et al. 2010 , Skach 2009 ). As a result, highly reliable topology prediction of complex IMPs remains a challenge, and the consensus between different prediction methods remains relatively poor (Fagerberg et al. 2010 , Jones 2007 , Ott & Lingappa 2002 . To better understand and predict the insertion of polytopic IMPs, expanding the number of available structures of IMPs will be essential. Only then can prediction algorithms that are derived from experimental validation using a small subset of model proteins be tested accurately. In addition, understanding how the insertion machinery interacts with and facilitates the integration of TMDs in molecular detail will likely provide more insights into how the primary amino acid sequences of IMPs are decoded into their final structure.
COTRANSLATIONAL
MEMBRANE PROTEIN INSERTION
Most eukaryotic IMPs are inserted cotranslationally into the ER membrane. Genetic, biochemical, and phylogenetic analyses, including the functional reconstitution of model IMP insertion with purified components, have defined the minimal components of this insertion pathway (Deshaies & Schekman 1987 , Görlich & Rapoport 1993 , Görlich et al. 1992b , Jungnickel et al. 1994 , Oliver et al. 1995 , Poritz et al. 1990 , Rothblatt et al. 1989 , Stirling et al. 1992 , Wickner & Schekman 2005 . Both the targeting and insertion machinery are conserved in all organisms, and they are used not only for IMPs but also for the translocation of soluble proteins. Operationally, this pathway can be divided into two steps: recognition/targeting of a nascent IMP to an ER-localized translocon and translocation/insertion of the IMP into the ER membrane.
Recognition and Targeting
IMP targeting is mediated when the first hydrophobic element, either a cleavable N-terminal signal sequence or a TMD, emerges from a translating ribosome. This hydrophobic domain is recognized by the signal recognition particle (SRP) on the ribosome, taken to the ER via an interaction with the SRP receptor (SR), and transferred to the Sec61 translocon in a GTPasedependent step (Grudnik et al. 2009 , Keenan et al. 2001 , Wild et al. 2004 ; Figure 3a) . Mid-resolution (∼8-12Å) cryo-electron microscopy structures of a translating IMP substrate bound to an SRP , the ribosome-SRP-SR complex (Halic et al. 2006) , and the ribosome-nascent chain (RNC)-Sec61 complex (Beckmann et al. 1997 , Beckmann et al. 2001 , Ménétret et al. 2000 , Morgan et al. 2002 provide a general framework for how targeting is achieved (Halic & Beckmann 2005) . This general framework has been substantially refined and informed by a wealth of biochemical studies and highresolution crystal structures of several key domains of SRP and SR (Grudnik et al. 2009 ).
In the prevailing model, the 54-kDa subunit of SRP (SRP54) is positioned at the exit tunnel of the ribosome and interacts with the hydrophobic substrate via its M-domain, whereas the Alu-domain of SRP binds near the elongation factor binding site on the ribosome to slow translation (Figure 3b) . Upon SRP-SR interaction, the SRP-ribosome complex shifts to expose a portion of the ribosomal exit tunnel site to Sec61. Presumably, when Sec61 binds to this exposed site, the nascent chain is transferred from SRP to Sec61, the SRP-SR complex is disassembled, and the translational pause is relieved. These events are coordinated by the GTPase activities of SRP54, and the α and β subunits of SR, each of which are responsive to interactions with substrate, each other, the ribosome, and the translocon. Details of the targeting reaction and how individual steps are coordinated are reviewed extensively elsewhere (Grudnik et al. 2009 , Keenan et al. 2001 .
For the purposes of this review, several conceptual points are worth highlighting. First, the interaction of SRP with a hydrophobic signal or TMD occurs via a deep hydrophobic 
Figure 3
Basic steps in cotranslational membrane protein insertion. (a) An integral membrane protein (IMP) is recognized via a hydrophobic transmembrane domain (TMD) (or signal sequence) by the signal recognition particle (SRP) on the ribosome. This is targeted to the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) membrane via the SRP receptor (SR) and transferred to the Sec61 translocation channel. The transfer reaction is accompanied by a second recognition step, this time by the Sec61 channel. The TMD is then integrated into the membrane via lateral access to the lipid bilayer provided by the Sec61 channel. Below the last two diagrams are schematic representations of an early and late TMD integration step in which the TMD (red ) is leaving the Sec61 channel via a lateral opening. (b) Schematic diagram of the SRP positioned on the ribosome, taken from cryo-electron microscopy analyses. The signal sequence recognition domain of SRP54 (the M-domain) is indicated in green and is positioned adjacent to the exit tunnel on the ribosome. The portion of the Alu-domain that binds near the elongation factor site to slow translation is shown in pink. (c) The M-domain of SRP54 in two views with hydrophobic residues indicated in green. The red sphere represents the site of signal sequence (or TMD) binding within the hydrophobic groove.
groove in the M-domain of SRP54 (Figure 3c ). X-ray structures of this domain reveal that the hydrophobic groove is lined with many methionines that are thought to facilitate accommodation of diverse sequences via their flexible side chains ( Janda et al. 2010 , Keenan et al. 1998 . Thus, in the context of an RNC, SRP is relatively promiscuous and sequence independent, allowing a wide range of potential IMPs to be targeted successfully. Second, the interaction occurs precisely at the ribosomal exit tunnel (Figure 3b) , thereby completely precluding exposure of the TMD to the bulk cytosol. The maintenance of this interaction until a coordinated transfer to the Sec61 channel ensures constant shielding of the TMD during targeting. Third, SRP interaction with the first TMD transiently slows translation (Lipp et al. 1987 , Walter & Blobel 1981 . This increases the kinetic window for targeting (Lakkaraju et al. 2008 , Mason et al. 2000 and prevents downstream TMDs from becoming exposed to the cytosol before docking at the translocon. Finally, the TMD is likely to be presented to the Sec61 channel in a coordinated and defined manner ( Jiang et al. 2008 , Song et al. 2000 , although this step is poorly understood. Coordinated transfer may be important because the putative signal sequence or TMD binding site on Sec61 is likely buried deep within its structure (van den Berg et al. 2004 ). Thus, the RNC has been hypothesized to prime the Sec61 channel to accept a signal sequence or TMD (Osborne et al. 2005) , similar to how other translocation partners such as SecA in bacteria may prime SecY (the Sec61α homolog) (Zimmer et al. 2008) . In this manner, TMDs are minimally exposed to the cytosol prior to integration, a theme that also appears to apply to posttranslational IMP insertion (as discussed below).
The Sec61-Protein-Conducting Channel
The ER translocon through which cotranslational substrates are inserted is centrally composed of the Sec61 complex, a heterotrimer composed of α, β, and γ subunits. Sec61α is unambiguously the component that forms the translocation channel and provides a lateral path for TMD insertion into the lipid bilayer. Early biochemical, biophysical, and cryo-EM studies illustrated that the translocon binds tightly to ribosomes through conserved and species-exchangeable binding sites and forms a channel continuous with the ribosomal tunnel through which the nascent chain emerges (Beckmann et al. 1997 , Prinz et al. 2000 . Electrophysiological measurements and environment-sensitive fluorescent probes showed that nascent proteins are initially in an aqueous environment when they first enter the translocon, and functional reconstitutions unequivocally identified the Sec61 complex as the core factor facilitating IMP insertion (Crowley et al. 1993 (Crowley et al. , 1994 Görlich & Rapoport 1993; Simon & Blobel 1991 ). Furthermore, cross-linking studies revealed that TMDs consistently interact with Sec61α early in the insertion process, before or simultaneously with their interactions with lipids (Do et al. 1996 , Heinrich et al. 2000 , Martoglio et al. 1995 , Mothes et al. 1997 , which suggests that the Sec61 complex forms an interface between proteinaceous and lipid environments for inserting TMDs. This is consistent with the simplest case of IMP insertion, in which the translocon passively facilitates TMD partitioning between its aqueous interior and the surrounding hydrophobic bilayer.
A mechanistic model for how lateral release of TMDs into the lipid bilayer occurs was suggested by high-resolution crystal structures of archaeal and bacterial homologs of the Sec61 complex (Tsukazaki et al. 2008 , van den Berg et al. 2004 (Figure 4a,b) . These structures showed that one Sec61 heterotrimer consists of a pseudosymmetric arrangement of the α subunit into two domains consisting of TMDs 1-5 and TMDs 6-10, respectively. These domains form an hourglass-shaped aqueous pore consisting of two symmetrical funnel-shaped cavities that converge into a constriction ring of hydrophobic residues in the middle of the bilayer. On the lumenal side of the pore, a short Conversely, a protein that binds to the translocon could influence its dynamic properties, such as opening of the lateral gate, thereby biasing against partitioning into the lipid bilayer. In the last diagram, an accessory protein such as TRAM (translocating-chain associating membrane protein) that directly binds to a TMD could also bias movement of the TMD out of the Sec61 channel.
helix identified as the plug fills the center of that funnel. The γ subunit is composed of two helices: one that forms a TMD that diagonally crosses the interface between the two α subunit domains and one at the cytoplasmic surface of the membrane. The β subunit's single TMD lines a third side of the α subunit, leaving the fourth side unobstructed for functioning as a putative lateral gate out of the central channel into the lipid bilayer. The interface of this lateral gate is complex and formed primarily by helices 2 and 7, with contributions from helices 3 and 8 (Figure 4a) . Extensive cross-linking studies argue persuasively that the putative channel identified in the crystal structure houses the nascent chain during translocation and IMP integration (Cannon et al. 2005) . For this to occur, interaction of the first hydrophobic signal sequence or TMD with the Sec61 complex presumably displaces the plug from the lumenal side of the pore and results in the opening of the TRAM: translocating-chain associating membrane protein channel (see the last steps in Figure 3a) . The mechanism of plug displacement is not clear, but it may occur when the first TMD or signal sequence intercalates between lateral gate helices 2 and 7. Cross-linking studies in yeast and Escherichia coli systems using a signal sequence support such an interaction (Plath et al. 2004 , Wang et al. 2004 , and the juxtaposition of these two helices with the plug indicates a potential communication between them (van den Berg et al. 2004) (Figure 4a) . Notably, mutants in the plug domain or constriction ring in E. coli and yeast have a signal-sequence suppressor, or prl, phenotype, which allows promiscuous channel engagement by partially defective signal sequences or TMDs, as would be expected from a channel biased toward an open state (Derman et al. 1993; Junne et al. 2006 Junne et al. , 2007 Junne et al. , 2010 .
Once the plug is displaced and the channel is in an open state (a configuration for such structures remains elusive), it could house a nascent chain spanning the bilayer within its primarily hydrophilic channel while still providing a perpendicular point of access to the lipid bilayer via the lateral gate (Figure 4c) . In this manner, a single Sec61 complex can permit translocation across or insertion into the membrane. Whether the single Sec61 heterotrimer is always the active state of a functioning translocon remains uncertain. For secretory and relatively simple (e.g., single-spanning) IMPs, additional complexities need not be invoked to explain satisfactorily their translocation and insertion (although this in no way precludes additional factors from playing key roles to maximize efficiency). However, the numerous observations with complex IMPs described below suggest that their correct insertion is very difficult to reconcile with a single ribosome-bound Sec61 heterotrimer as the sole machinery.
Accessory Factors
Although the Sec61 complex is the core factor essential for cotranslational IMP insertion, numerous accessory factors may aid in the biogenesis of IMPs in substrate-specific ways. Indeed, the broader translocon is an ill-defined ensemble of the Sec61 complex together with associated membrane proteins including enzymes (such as signal peptidase complex and oligosaccharyl transferase complex), putative accessory factors [such as the translocon-associated protein (TRAP) complex and translocating-chain associating membrane (TRAM) protein], membrane chaperones (such as Calnexin), and proteins of unclear function [such as ribosome-associated membrane protein 4 (RAMP4), Sec62, Sec63, p180, and others] (Görlich & Rapoport 1993 , Meyer et al. 2000 , Pina et al. 2011 , Savitz & Meyer 1990 , Tyedmers et al. 2000 , Yamaguchi et al. 1999 ). The structures, stoichiometry, and functions of much of this machinery are poorly understood, and their roles in translocation or membrane insertion are essentially unexplored.
Some accessory factors, such as signal peptidase and oligosaccharyl transferase, are required for the proper folding and maturation of IMPs and, in some cases, could also influence topology (Goder et al. 1999 , Yamagishi et al. 2011 . Others, such as TRAP, are stably associated with membrane-bound ribosomes (Ménétret et al. 2000) and may directly influence the structure of the ribosome-translocon complex (Fons et al. 2003 , Ménétret et al. 2000 and/or the functionality of the Sec61 translocon (Fons et al. 2003) . And yet others, such as TRAM, can be cross-linked to a subset of nascent translocating proteins (Do et al. 1996 , Görlich et al. 1992a , Heinrich et al. 2000 , Mothes et al. 1994 . What, if anything, could these factors be doing in the vicinity of the Sec61 translocon to influence IMP biogenesis? At least three effects are possible (Figure 4c) . First, the accessory factor could temporarily interact directly with parts of a nascent chain to influence directly its translocation, orientation, or membrane insertion. Second, an accessory factor could change the local environment that an inserting TMD encounters as it is leaving the Sec61 channel by sitting near the Sec61 lateral gate or perhaps influencing the local lipid composition. Third, the accessory factor could interact with the Sec61 complex to influence its www.annualreviews.org • Membrane Protein Insertiondynamic properties, such as the mobility of its lateral gate. These mechanisms remain largely hypothetical, but each would influence TMD insertion by changing its translocation or partitioning behavior out of the Sec61 channel.
Of the various translocon components, TRAM has been best studied as a potential accessory factor in IMP biogenesis. TRAM is an integral ER protein with at least eight TMDs that is often located near the Sec61 complex and is necessary to reconstitute the integration of several model IMPs (Görlich & Rapoport 1993) . Cross-linking studies show that TRAM can interact with both signal sequences (Görlich et al. 1992a , Voigt et al. 1996 and TMDs (Do et al. 1996 , Heinrich et al. 2000 , McCormick et al. 2003 in the vicinity of Sec61α, which supports a direct role in handling hydrophobic domains. Functional studies indicate that TRAM is especially stimulating for the translocation of proteins with weakly hydrophobic signal sequences or TMDs and that it enhances the integration of different substrates to different extents (Heinrich et al. 2000 , Voigt et al. 1996 . Consequently, TRAM may be necessary only in certain situations, such as those requiring a membrane chaperone to stabilize marginally hydrophobic TMDs at the threshold of being able to insert into the bilayer. TRAM could play a similarly important role in the insertion of polytopic IMPs by temporarily "holding" one or more TMDs before their coordinated partitioning into the bilayer (Do et al. 1996 , Heinrich et al. 2000 , Sadlish et al. 2005 . This is supported by cross-linking studies showing that multiple TMDs of a polytopic IMP interact with Sec61α and/or TRAM at the same time before their apparent release into the bilayer (Heinrich & Rapoport 2003 , Sadlish et al. 2005 . Thus, by changing the local environment of the Sec61 channel, proteins such as TRAM may bias the intrinsic TMD hydrophobicity scale to favor lateral exit from the channel. In comparison, one could imagine that proteins restricting the dynamics of the Sec61 complex may restrict lateral gate opening to bias against insertion by narrowing the window of access to lipid for a translocating TMD.
COTRANSLATIONAL MEMBRANE PROTEIN TOPOGENESIS
With the above knowledge about the primary features of IMP substrates and the basic properties of the Sec61 complex, how can a holistic picture of TMD recognition and membrane topology determination be conceptualized? This question is complicated and, as discussed above, likely depends not only on the TMD but also on its flanking domains, position within a polypeptide, events that occurred prior to that point in biogenesis, and many other factors. As a simplified starting point, we first consider a generic potential TMD being synthesized by a translocon-bound ribosome (i.e., leaving targeting out of the picture for now) in which the preceding and subsequent sequences are left unspecified (Figure 5a ).
Transmembrane Domain-Translocon Interactions
Spectroscopic and cross-linking studies suggest that, as a candidate TMD completes synthesis and resides within the ribosomal tunnel, it can interact with proteins lining the tunnel and be induced into a more compact (possibly α-helical) structure (Woolhead et al. 2004 ). Presumably, such an event is not necessary for every TMD, but it appears to represent the first point of TMD recognition (Liao et al. 1997) . Interestingly, a similar sensing of TMDs or other motifs inside the ribosome has been observed in the cytosol, with effects on ribosome structure (e.g., via recruitment of factors to its surface) (Berndt et al. 2009 , Mariappan et al. 2010 and function (such as translational stalling or delayed termination) (Mariappan et al. 2010 , Nakamura et al. 1996 , Yanagitani et al. 2011 . Whether analogous effects are also observed for RNCs at the translocon is not entirely clear, but this may involve changes to the architecture of the ribosome-translocon complex and possibly to translocon composition (Liao et al. 1997 , Pool 2009 , Woolhead et al. 2004 Models of transmembrane domain (TMD) insertion. (a) Generic model for TMD-translocon interactions. Upon its initial emergence from the ribosome, a TMD (red ) enters the cytosolic vestibule of the Sec61 channel ( ). This initial metastable state allows the nascent chain to sample either of two orientations ( , ). These states are envisioned to be interconvertible for a limited period of time, until the TMD laterally moves into the lipid bilayer in one or the other orientation ( , ). (b) Depending on any of various parameters, the sequence of events in panel a can be biased toward one or the other outcome. In the example shown, the N-terminal domain is lengthy and partially folded (orange) by the time the TMD emerges from the ribosome. This strongly disfavors its translocation into the lumen, a requirement for sampling the type I topology. Consequently, its sampling of and eventual insertion in the type II orientation is the favored outcome. (c) An example of nonsequential insertion of TMDs in a polytopic integral membrane protein (IMP). Starting from the left, a polytopic IMP begins insertion. At the stage shown, TMD1 ( yellow) has already inserted, and TMD2 ( green) is entering the translocation channel. However, owing to sequence features of TMD2, it is not recognized by the translocon and is skipped, resulting in its translocation into the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) lumen. TMD3 (red ) is then made and interacts with the translocon in a manner similar to that shown in panel a. Its local sequence features heavily favor the type II orientation (same as TMD1), thereby forcing segments of the previously translocated part of the protein (including TMD2) back into the translocation channel. The marginally hydrophobic TMD2 can now insert into the membrane accompanied by TMD3.
for dealing with the TMD upon its emergence from the ribosome.
Next, the candidate TMD exits the ribosomal tunnel, presumably into the cytosolic vestibule of the Sec61 complex (Figure 5a) . The secondary structure of the TMD at this point is poorly understood but may be highly dynamic given the ability of at least some TMDs to sample multiple conformations and topologic orientations (Goder & Spiess 2003 , Goder et al. 1999 . The TMD (and immediately flanking regions) may be partially stabilized by interactions with residues of the Sec61 channel Junne et al. 2006 Junne et al. , 2010 McCormick et al. 2003) or nearby membrane proteins such as TRAM (Do et al. 1996 , Heinrich et al. 2000 . With further synthesis of at least 20 residues beyond the TMD, it would have the potential freedom to sample both type I and type II topologies.
In the type I configuration, the downstream polypeptide would reside in the cytosolic vestibule and/or spool out between the ribosome and translocon (Figure 5a, left) . In the type II configuration, the downstream polypeptide would reside within the Sec61 channel (Figure 5a, right) . The position and secondary structure of the TMD during this sampling of topologic orientations is not clear but presumably depends at least partially on its amino acid composition and hydrophobicity. The most attractive possibility is that the TMD is α-helical and poised at the lateral gate, where it could sample the lipid environment and potentially exit the channel (Hessa et al. 2005a (Hessa et al. , 2007 . Cross-linking studies provide evidence that the TMD makes protein-protein interactions with the Sec61 channel from a relatively rigid location (McCormick et al. 2003 , Sadlish et al. 2005 . Some TMDs have been observed to cross-link to Sec61α simultaneously with TRAM and/or lipids (Do et al. 1996 , Heinrich et al. 2000 , Martoglio et al. 1995 , Mothes et al. 1997 , Sadlish et al. 2005 , which suggests that they are positioned at the lateral gate. If there are no other constraints, the TMD settles on an orientation based on local sequence features such as TMD hydrophobicity, length, and flanking charges. With further synthesis, the candidate TMD can laterally partition into the bilayer (presumably via the lateral gate) (Heinrich et al. 2000) .
It is attractive to posit that most, if not all, TMDs that are synthesized on a membranebound ribosome are handled in this generic manner in which they make certain stereotypic interactions with the ribosome, Sec61 complex, and accessory factors. Where each TMD would be unique is in the constraints imposed on its ability to sample the different topologic configurations and/or the lipid bilayer. These constraints could be imposed by local sequence features (TMD hydrophobicity, amino acid composition, flanking charges), positional context (the location of the TMD within a protein), and trans-acting factors. The net effect of these constraints on TMD dynamics would be to bias the topology and insertion of each TMD in a highly contextual manner. With this framework in mind, let us now consider how it applies to different types of proteins, ranging from simple to complex.
Single-Spanning Membrane Proteins
The generic mechanism readily explains singlespanning IMPs containing their only TMD within ∼40 residues of the N terminus (Higy et al. 2004) . In these cases, the N-terminal domain is sufficiently short and unstructured so as not to preclude sampling of each topology by the TMD. In the type II orientation, the Nterminal domain is cytosolic, whereas sampling the type I orientation requires the N-terminal domain to translocate through or reside within the aqueous Sec61 channel. Integration of the TMD secures the final topology, and the remainder of the protein completes synthesis on the membrane-bound ribosome.
The situation changes when the N-terminal domain preceding the TMD is long or structured (Kida et al. 2001 (Kida et al. , 2005 . Now, the ability of the TMD to sample the type I topology is disfavored because the N-terminal domain cannot be pulled easily through the narrow Sec61 channel (Figure 5b) . Thus, sampling of the type II orientation is favored, thereby biasing the final topology upon integration of the TMD. The N-terminal domain length at which the type I topology is substantially disfavored depends somewhat on the features of the N-terminal sequence, but it seems to be approximately 50-60 residues on the basis of examination of natural proteins (Wallin & von Heijne 1995) .
To make a type I protein with a longer Nterminal domain, a cleavable N-terminal signal sequence is typically needed to initiate translocation of the N terminus before the TMD is synthesized. Once the N terminus is committed to the lumen, the TMD emerges from the ribosome and presumably goes through the same generic steps outlined above, but without being able to sample readily the type II topology (because the already translocated N terminus would need to be pulled back through the Sec61 channel to accommodate this). This constraint therefore biases insertion in the type I topology.
Thus, topology of even these simple IMPs is determined by a combination of local sequence features, such as hydrophobicity and flanking charges, and more global constraints, such as the length and structure of the N-terminal domain. If the global constraint is severe, unfavorable local features can be bypassed. For example, a type II IMP with a large N-terminal domain may not need to obey the positiveinside rule to ensure efficient insertion into the correct topology, given that the alternative is highly disfavored. Thus, TMD context, sometimes even more than local sequence elements, can play a very large role in insertion and topology; this principle becomes especially important for the polytopic IMPs considered next.
Polytopic Membrane Proteins
The earliest models for polytopic IMP insertion, proposed more than 30 years ago, envisioned the successive integration of each TMD as each emerges from the ribosome (Blobel 1980 , Wessels & Spiess 1988 . This sequentialinsertion model is clearly feasible and necessitates that every TMD and its local sequence elements be sufficiently robust to drive both its translocon recognition and membrane insertion. Because TMDs in a polytopic IMP need to alternate orientations, each TMD should contain key topology determinants such as asymmetric flanking charges. This together with constraints imposed by the preceding TMD would facilitate proper biogenesis. This may well occur for some proteins, and it is feasible that sequential insertion is relatively common in bacterial systems where the positive-inside rule is much more rigorously observed and the insertion machinery appears to be simpler.
As discussed above, eukaryotic polytopic IMPs are far more structurally diverse, and their TMDs are less stereotypic than are prokaryotic IMPs. This may be a consequence of their need to be more functionally dynamic with respect to diverse interactions and regulation, thereby imposing considerable sequence constraints that can clash with those needed for insertion. These same features may also be why eukaryotic IMPs are poorly expressed in heterologous systems and difficult to crystallize relative to their prokaryotic counterparts. These and other considerations mean that poorly recognizable TMDs that in isolation are not able to insert must nonetheless be inserted in the context of the native IMP (Enquist et al. 2009 , Lu et al. 2000 . One way to imagine how this occurs is if the local contributions that would normally disfavor insertion of a TMD can be overcome by strong constraints imposed by other parts of the protein (Fujita et al. 2010 , Kauko et al. 2010 , Nilsson et al. 2000 , Yamagishi et al. 2011 .
As an example (Figure 5c ), suppose that the second TMD (TMD2) of a polytopic IMP is poorly hydrophobic and therefore not recognized as a TMD when it is first synthesized. Rather than inserting into the membrane, this segment of polypeptide is translocated into the ER lumen. Produced later in synthesis would be TMD3, which has strong local topology determinants and is suitably hydrophobic for efficient membrane insertion. TMD3 would enter the translocon, presumably sample the different orientations and states, and laterally insert into the membrane. If TMD3 strongly www.annualreviews.org • Membrane Protein Insertionfavors the same topology as the already inserted TMD1, a segment of intervening polypeptide would be forced to span the membrane. When constrained in this manner, the energetically least costly outcome would be for the previously skipped marginal TMD2 to insert into the membrane. Thus, in this and related scenarios, TMDs can be inserted nonsequentially, with some being temporarily skipped and residing briefly in the ER lumen or cytosol. This has been demonstrated for artificially constructed polytopic TMDs, as which weakly recognized TMDs have been observed in both the ER lumen and cytosol (Goder et al. 1999 , Kauko et al. 2010 , Yamagishi et al. 2011 . Even in vivo, TMDs of native IMPs at least transiently access the cytosol and/or ER lumen during polytopic IMP biosynthesis (Cheng & Gilmore 2006) .
Several variations on this theme can be further envisaged. First, rather than being skipped entirely, candidate TMDs may be stored temporarily at or near the site of integration without necessarily committing to complete release into the membrane (Do et al. 1996 , Sadlish et al. 2005 . Such TMDs could be held by accessory proteins or part of the Sec61 complex. Such provisional TMDs could at a later time, by the same mechanism outlined above, integrate or even reorient contingent on downstream events (Kauko et al. 2010 , Lu et al. 2000 . In more elaborate scenarios (building on essentially the same principles), multiple TMDs could be stored or skipped temporarily, only to reorient and integrate well after their initial encounter with the translocon. In the extreme case, reorientation and insertion of a subset of TMDs would occur completely posttranslationally in a process analogous to soluble protein folding (Kauko et al. 2010 , Lu et al. 2000 , Skach 2009 ). How such posttranslational IMP folding (and possible reorientation) occurs remains completely unexplored. In each of these various scenarios of nonsequential or posttranslational insertion, chaperones in the cytosol, membrane, and/or lumen may be needed to stabilize intermediates to minimize off-pathway interactions.
The above framework is developed from studies with the simplest model proteins that have explored mechanistic issues of TMDtranslocon interactions combined with parallel studies of complex proteins that illustrate the types of gymnastics that a nascent IMP can undergo. However, beyond the Sec61 complex and possibly TRAM, the machinery required for these proposed processes remains very poorly explored. Indeed, only robustly inserting model type I and type II single-spanning IMPs have been reconstituted to any reasonable efficiency with purified Sec61 complex and TRAM (Görlich & Rapoport 1993 , Oliver et al. 1995 . Thus, although we can roughly explain how TMDs of considerably varied sequence and biophysical properties may be accommodated by the insertion machinery, a molecularlevel understanding remains to be rigorously developed.
CHALLENGES TO UNDERSTANDING THE COTRANSLATIONAL PATHWAY
In the above, we propose an amalgamated model for cotranslational IMP insertion that balances contributions from purely thermodynamic effects with other factors that can modify or constrain TMD insertion in several ways. The observation that single TMDs analyzed in isolation insert by their net "biological hydrophobicity" (Hessa et al. 2007 ) suggests an underlying aqueous-lipid partitioning mechanism that fits nicely with a laterally gated core Sec61 channel deduced from structural studies (van den Berg et al. 2004 ). However, this base principle must necessarily be modified by several additional variables as revealed by instances of TMD prediction failure for complex IMPs, numerous noncanonical TMDs observed in native proteins, and considerable diversity of insertion behavior from studies of both engineered and native IMPs. To account for these myriad observations, our working model proposes that a baseline stereotypic mechanism for handling a newly made hydrophobic element is dynamically biased by a combination of cis-acting local sequence TA: tail-anchored elements, more distant global constraints, and trans-acting accessory factors.
Our current understanding of cis-acting sequence determinants (both local and distant) is rather extensive, and further refinements are easily obtainable as desired. However, a mechanistic picture of how these sequences are interpreted by the translocon is limited. Although the core machinery for cotranslational IMP insertion at the ER has been identified and structural information is now emerging, functional details remain obscure. Although the remarkably elegant reconstitution of model IMP insertion with purified membrane factors was achieved long ago (Görlich & Rapoport 1993) , its subsequent application to understanding either detailed mechanism or complex IMP insertion has been technically challenging. At present, essentially all in vitro insertion studies utilize crude ER microsomes, whose membrane factors are both ill-defined and almost completely refractory to manipulation. Hence, a major goal moving forward will be the development of a robust but highly malleable insertion system reconstituted from purified recombinant proteins.
Developing methods to efficiently recapitulate and accurately assay complex IMP insertion into proteoliposomes reconstituted from solubilized ER membrane extracts is an important immediate goal. The eventual plan would be to replace key factors (e.g., the Sec61 complex or TRAM) with those produced from recombinant sources, thereby allowing detailed structure-function analysis. For mechanistic insights into an essential cellular process such as IMP insertion, this biochemical strategy (combined with parallel structural studies) will be integral to success, as indirect effects and compensatory changes would be very difficult to control with knockdown strategies. For more nuanced aspects of IMP biogenesis such as insertion of ambiguous TMDs or ensuring highfidelity topology determination ( Junne et al. 2007 , Tipper & Harley 2002 , carefully designed genetic screens or precise assays combined with large-scale mutant collections may help identify roles for putative accessory factors.
POSTTRANSLATIONAL MEMBRANE PROTEIN INSERTION
Although the majority of ER IMPs are targeted and inserted cotranslationally, a subpopulation inserts posttranslationally. Even though Sec61 in complex with other factors (such as Sec62 and Sec63) can mediate posttranslational translocation of soluble proteins in yeast (Rapoport 2007 , Wickner & Schekman 2005 , a role in posttranslational membrane protein insertion has not been found. This suggests another way that a subset of membrane proteins might be inserted into the ER membrane. Posttranslationally inserted proteins would include any IMPs that contain TMD(s) that are not exposed to the cytosol long enough during translation for efficient recognition by ribosome-bound SRP. Translational termination of such proteins makes them poor SRP substrates, necessitating their recognition, targeting, and insertion by a purely posttranslational mechanism.
Examples of such proteins include extremely small IMPs of either orientation and tailanchored (TA) proteins that contain their only TMD within ∼40 residues of the C terminus (Borgese & Fasana 2010 , Chi et al. 1996 , Coïc et al. 2005 , Navarre et al. 1994 , Wawrzynow et al. 1992 ) (see Figure 1a) . The number of small IMPs remains unclear, largely because they are difficult to identify by bioinformatics. Nonetheless, several studies suggest that small proteins, many of which are predicted to be IMPs, are considerably underrepresented in genome annotations (Frith et al. 2006 , Gerstein et al. 2010 , Hemm et al. 2008 , Ingolia et al. 2009 , Roy et al. 2010 .
By comparison, TA proteins are well annotated, and bioinformatics studies suggest they encompass ∼3-5% of all IMPs in most eukaryotic genomes (Beilharz et al. 2003 , Kalbfleisch et al. 2007 ). In mammals, this corresponds to ∼300-400, most of which are targeted to the ER for insertion (Wattenberg & Lithgow 2001) . They are functionally diverse, and members are involved in intracellular trafficking (e.g., essentially all SNAREs), protein TRC: TMD recognition complex translocation (e.g., Sec61β and γ), protein maturation, degradation, organelle structure, and lipid homeostasis . Thus, their correct insertion is of basic cellular importance across all eukaryotes.
The logistical incompatibility of engaging the SRP pathway by TA proteins was appreciated long ago (Kutay et al. 1993) . Studies shortly thereafter rigorously established that for a model TA protein, posttranslational insertion neither depends on nor efficiently engages the SRP-Sec61 system (Brambillasca et al. 2005 , Kutay et al. 1995 , Steel et al. 2002 , Yabal et al. 2003 . Although many subsequent studies established that an ATPand protein-dependent process was involved (Abell et al. 2007; Kim et al. 1997 Kim et al. , 1999 Masaki et al. 2003) , specific machinery or a coherent framework for any TA-protein insertion pathway remained obscure until recently. Because a posttranslational IMP insertion pathway would need to overcome the same biophysical obstacles faced by the cotranslational pathway, concepts established in the cotranslational pathway proved crucial in elucidating the posttranslational pathway.
TRC40: A Tail-Anchored-Protein Targeting Factor
In the cotranslational pathway, SRP serves both a chaperoning and a targeting role, ensuring complete shielding of its hydrophobic cargo during cytosolic transit until the translocon is reached. Reasoning that TA proteins must be similarly chaperoned, biochemical strategies searched for TMD-dependent interaction partners that remain associated until successful membrane targeting (Favaloro et al. 2008 , Stefanovic & Hegde 2007 . This led to the identification of a highly conserved, essential cytosolic ATPase that was named TRC40 for TMD recognition complex of 40 kDa (Stefanovic & Hegde 2007) . TRC40 is evolutionarily related to the bacterial arsenite transport factor ArsA (hence its original annotation as Asna-1), although its function in eukaryotes has clearly diverged to play a role in TA insertion.
Unbiased biochemical studies in an in vitro mammalian system established TRC40 as the primary interaction partner of most (but not all) newly synthesized ER-destined TA proteins in the cytosol via a TMD-dependent association (Favaloro et al. 2008 (Favaloro et al. , 2010 Stefanovic & Hegde 2007) . Importantly, TRC40 did not interact with a TMD emerging from a translating ribosome but favored ribosome-released proteins containing a TMD near the C terminus (Stefanovic & Hegde 2007) . Conversely, SRP interaction with a ribosome-released TMD is typically inefficient, presumably because SRPsubstrate interactions are highly favored by the precise positioning of SRP relative to the ribosomal exit tunnel. These observations helped to explain why the TRC40 and SRP pathways do not compete or interfere with each other despite recognizing otherwise similar TMDs. TRC40 was further shown to have putative protein receptors at the ER membrane that stimulated substrate release in a manner dependent on the ATPase activity of TRC40. Concomitant with release from TRC40, the TA protein was inserted into the membrane. Thus, the identification of TRC40 as a cytosolic chaperone that specifically recognizes and facilitates the insertion of TA proteins provided a rudimentary framework for posttranslational TAprotein insertion (Stefanovic & Hegde 2007 ; Figure 6a ).
The GET Pathway of Yeast
Progress on this basic framework was greatly accelerated by the high evolutionary conservation of TRC40. The Saccharomyces cerevisiae homolog (originally called Arr4, again on the basis of its sequence homology to ArsA) had been associated with a wide range of seemingly disparate phenotypes that are all membraneassociated processes (Auld et al. 2006 , Shen et al. 2003 . Its vesicular trafficking defects, which emerged from a large-scale genetic interaction study of secretory mutants (Schuldiner et al. 2005) , placed it as part of a Golgi complex to ER trafficking pathway (hence the term Get3), although many of the earlier phenotypes remained unexplained. This was Mammals: Bag6, TRC35, Ubl4A Yeast: Sgt2, Get4, Get5
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Figure 6
Tail-anchored (TA) protein insertion. (a) Schematic model of the known components and steps mediating posttranslational insertion of a TA protein. When the transmembrane domain (TMD) of a TA protein is synthesized, it favors recruitment of a pretargeting factor to the ribosomal surface. This is composed of Bag6, TRC35, and Ubl4A in mammals. The analogous complex in yeast is formed by Sgt2, Get4, and Get5 as well as other chaperones. Its location near the ribosome would favor capture of the TA protein upon its release. The pretargeting factor together with the targeting factor (TRC40 in mammals, Get3 in yeast) ( pink) form the TRC. This is thought to be a transient complex that facilitates sorting, recognition, and loading of the TA protein onto the targeting factor. The targeting factor is an ATPase, and its substrate-bound form is thought to be ATP-bound (indicated by a T). This is delivered to the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) membrane via a receptor composed of Get1 and Get2 in yeast (a mammalian homolog of Get1 may be WRB). The docking complex of Get1-2-3 somehow facilitates substrate release and insertion in a step that depends on ATP hydrolysis by Get3. GET: guided entry of TA proteins elegantly resolved when Get3 was found to play a key role in yeast TA-protein biogenesis; each of the various phenotypes is secondary to a different TA protein (Schuldiner et al. 2008) . Get3 interacts with the TMDs of TA proteins, and its deletion results in the mislocalization of ER TA proteins to the cytosol or mitochondria ( Jonikas et al. 2009 , Schuldiner et al. 2008 . Thus, Get3 is now part of the GET pathway for the guided entry of TA proteins into the ER (Figure 6a) .
The original and subsequent synthetic genetic array analysis of yeast genes (Battle et al. 2010; Costanzo et al. 2010; Jonikas et al. 2009; Schuldiner et al. 2005 Schuldiner et al. , 2008 clustered Get3 with five other genes whose products are the membrane proteins Get1 and Get2 and the cytosolic proteins Get4, Get5, and Sgt2. As expected from their similar genetic interactions, phenotypes of each of their deletions are similar, and all show evidence of TA-protein misinsertion and mislocalization (Costanzo et al. 2010 , Jonikas et al. 2009 , Schuldiner et al. 2008 . Get3 has strong physical and genetic interactions with the ER-localized Get1 and Get2 (Auld et al. 2006) , which suggests that these form the membrane receptor for Get3 targeting to the ER (Schuldiner et al. 2008) . Without Get1 and/or Get2, Get3 is cytosolic, often in detergent-insoluble aggregates with TA proteins. In vitro reconstitutions showed that Get1/2 recruit Get3 to the ER membrane in an ATP-dependent manner (Schuldiner et al. 2008) . Thus, Get1 and Get2 are thought to form an ER-localized complex that serves as a receptor for Get3-mediated TA-protein targeting (Figure 6a) . Thus far, mammalian ortholog(s) of Get2 have not been identified, and the mammalian homolog of Get1, tryptophan-rich basic protein (WRB), has been proposed only recently to have a possible role in TA-protein insertion (Vilardi et al. 2011 ).
Mechanism of Transmembrane Domain Recognition
The structural basis of signal sequence binding by SRP revealed how highly diverse sequences sharing only general biophysical properties all could be recognized ( Janda et al. 2010 , Keenan et al. 1998 . The identification of an entirely different TMD recognition factor (Stefanovic & Hegde 2007 ) afforded a unique opportunity to expand on these principles. Indeed, almost simultaneously, several groups reported crystal structures of various Get3 homologs (Bozkurt et al. 2009 , Hu et al. 2009 , Mateja et al. 2009 , Suloway et al. 2009 , Yamagata et al. 2010 . These studies established that Get3 is a Zn 2+ -coordinated homodimer, each monomer of which contains an ATPase domain and a dynamic α-helical domain whose conformation changes in a nucleotide-dependent manner. In the nucleotide-free (or ADP-bound) open conformation, the helical domains of each Get3 monomer are spread apart from each other and folded to bury most hydrophobic surfaces (Figure 6b) . In sharp contrast, the closed conformation containing ADP-AlF 4− (an ATP hydrolysis transition state mimic) contains juxtaposed helical domains rearranged to reveal a deep hydrophobic groove rich in methionine residues, much like the M-domain of SRP54 (Mateja et al. 2009) (Figure 6b , compare with Figure 3c ).
The hydrophobic groove of Get3 is large enough to accommodate an α-helix of ∼20 residues (modeled in Figure 6c , right panel ), consistent with the features of a typical TMD. By contrast, the analogous SRP groove is significantly smaller, presumably because it also must bind signal sequences containing fairly short (∼7 residue) hydrophobic regions. Mutational and functional analyses map the Get3 groove residues as being important for substrate interaction and functionally linked to the switch regions of the ATPase domain (Mateja et al. 2009 ). Hydrogen-deuterium exchange experiments further support a direct role for the helical domain in TA-protein binding (Bozkurt et al. 2009 ). Thus, the current model is that binding and release of TA proteins from TRC40/Get3 is tightly coordinated with its cycle of ATP binding and hydrolysis (Figure 6a) . However, a mechanistic framework remains to be established for how the events of substrate loading and unloading are spatially and temporally coordinated in the context of the rest of the TA targeting pathway components.
Pretargeting Events
The SRP targeting paradigm highlights the importance of constant TMD chaperoning through the cytosol. Yet, neither Get3 nor TRC40 associate with ribosomes, suggesting that upstream pretargeting factors may exist to bridge the ribosome and these targeting factors. Meanwhile, the poorly understood Get4 and Get5 were observed to form a ternary complex with Get3, and they had been found in an earlier proteomic analysis of ribosomes (Fleischer et al. 2006 , Jonikas et al. 2009 ). Thus, Get4 and Get5 were speculated to play some role in ensuring efficient substrate capture by Get3 ( Jonikas et al. 2009 ), a model recently supported by two parallel studies in the yeast and mammalian systems (Mariappan et al. 2010 , Wang et al. 2010 .
In yeast, biochemical dissection and structural studies of the genetically identified Get3, Get4, Get5, and Sgt2 suggested that the stable Get4-Get5 subcomplex is a scaffold that recruits Sgt2 (via Get5) and Get3 (via Get4) (Bozkurt et al. 2010 , Chang et al. 2010 , Chartron et al. 2010 , Wang et al. 2010 . Sgt2 further interacts with various chaperones via its TPR motifs and, importantly, also directly interacts with the TMDs of ER-destined TA proteins (Wang et al. 2010) . This suggests that the Get4-Get5 subcomplex bridges the two TMDspecific chaperones Sgt2 and Get3 to form the TRC (Figure 6a) . On the basis of biochemical analysis, TA substrate bound to Sgt2 could be efficiently transferred to Get3 in a Get4-Get5-dependent manner (Wang et al. 2010) . Together with genetic analysis suggesting that Sgt2, Get4, and Get5 act earlier in the pathway than does Get3 (Battle et al. 2010 , Costanzo et al. 2010 , Jonikas et al. 2009 ), these findings suggest a pretargeting function for the Sgt2-Get4-Get5 subcomplex in loading substrates onto the targeting factor Get3. The selectivity of Sgt2 for ER but not mitochondrial TA proteins further suggests a role in sorting among these destinations (Wang et al. 2010 ).
In the mammalian system, TA-protein capture by TRC40 requires additional factors that biochemical fractionation identified as a threeprotein subcomplex composed of Bag6 (also called Bat3 or Scythe), TRC35, and Ubl4A (Mariappan et al. 2010 ). TRC35 and Ubl4A are recognizable homologs of Get4 and Get5, respectively, whereas Bag6 was independently identified in pull-down experiments as a TMDspecific TA-protein interactor (Leznicki et al. 2010 , Mariappan et al. 2010 , Stefanovic & Hegde 2007 . Additional interaction studies showed that the Bag6 complex can interact with TRC40 (Mariappan et al. 2010) , presumably via TRC35, on the basis of yeast homology. Thus, the TRC35-Ubl4A subcomplex appears to bridge the two TMD-interacting chaperones Bag6 and TRC40 to form the mammalian TRC, analogous to the situation in yeast. Evidence for such a function comes from the observation that depletion of the Bag6 subcomplex results in inefficient TA-protein capture by TRC40 (Mariappan et al. 2010 ) and reduced insertion into ER microsomes (Leznicki et al. 2010) . Thus, the mammalian Bag6-TRC35-Ubl4A subcomplex and yeast Sgt2-Get4-Get5 subcomplex are analogous (and partially homologous) pretargeting factors that directly bind and transfer TA-protein substrates to TRC40 and Get3, respectively (Figure 6a) . Whether mammalian homologs of Sgt2 (called SGTA and SGTB) also play a role in pretargeting steps remains to be determined. Of note, however, is the observation that SGTA interacts with Bag6 (Winnefeld et al. 2006) , indicating that it is part of the TRC in mammalian as well as yeast systems.
The need for a pretargeting step involving a seemingly complex mechanism is somewhat unclear, but it may increase the fidelity of sorting, provide a point of regulation or quality control, facilitate loading of substrate onto TRC40, or provide a bridge between TRC40 and the ribosome to minimize substrate exposure to the cytosol. In support of the last notion, the Bag6 complex preferentially associates with ribosomes synthesizing hydrophobic domains, even when such domains are still within www.annualreviews.org • Membrane Protein Insertionthe ribosome tunnel, which provides a plausible mechanism for how TA proteins are routed into their targeting pathway despite numerous other chaperone systems in the cell (Mariappan et al. 2010) . Bag6-complex recruitment may be facilitated by the several-fold delay in the translational termination of a TA protein (Mariappan et al. 2010) . It is therefore possible that the Bag6 complex may relieve this termination block to coordinate TA-protein release with Bag6 ribosomal recruitment.
Furthermore, the Bag6 complex does seem to provide additional functionality to the TA pathway by acting as a triage factor. Not only can it recruit TRC40 for the purposes of productive targeting, but it can also recruit ubiquitination machinery to facilitate substrate degradation (Hessa et al. 2011 ). This multifunctionality seems to be important for quality control in the cytosol, where membrane proteins whose insertion fails must necessarily be degraded efficiently. Understanding how this triage function works, and whether it is also used to regulate the levels of TA protein insertion under different conditions, remains to be studied.
CHALLENGES TO UNDERSTANDING THE POSTTRANSLATIONAL PATHWAY
Although our understanding of neither the mammalian nor the yeast system is complete, a consideration of the two together provides a coherent path from the ribosome to the ER membrane (Figure 6a) . Nonetheless, this TAinsertion pathway has been painted in broad brushstrokes, and a refined understanding of most steps is lacking. Starting at the ribosome, a key issue is precisely how a TA substrate is first captured. Although the Bag6 complex appears to be recruited to the ribosome (Mariappan et al. 2010) , its binding site and mechanism of interaction with either the ribosome or substrate are unknown. More specifically, the nature of the Bag6 substrate interaction domain and its location relative to the ribosome exit tunnel needs to be determined. An attractive idea is if the N-terminal soluble domain of a TA protein binds to ribosomeassociated Hsp70 (Gautschi et al. 2001 , Nelson et al. 1992 . In this view, the Hsp70 interaction would temporarily tether the TA protein so that upon translational termination it cannot escape into bulk cytosol. An interaction between Hsp70 and Bag6 (or Sgt2 in yeast) (Kaye et al. 2000 , Thress et al. 2001 , Wang et al. 2010 may then facilitate capture of the TMD, even if Sgt2 or Bag6 are not poised precisely at the exit tunnel.
After initial capture by the Bag6 or Sgt2 complex, the subsequent step is substrate transfer to TRC40 or Get3, respectively. A mechanistic understanding (at least in yeast) seems to be within reach given the already detailed mapping of interactions among the components (Chang et al. 2010 , Wang et al. 2010 , knowledge of structures of several of the factors (Bozkurt et al. 2009 , Chang et al. 2010 , Hu et al. 2009 , Mateja et al. 2009 , Suloway et al. 2009 , Yamagata et al. 2010 , and the ability to reconstitute this event with recombinant proteins (Wang et al. 2010) . Presumably, a nucleotide-dependent interaction between the Sgt2 complex (specifically Get4) and Get3 (Chartron et al. 2010 ) will facilitate a conformational change in the latter that coordinates exposure of the hydrophobic groove with substrate transfer. Some degree of coordination is presumably needed to avoid premature substrate release or inappropriate exposure of a large hydrophobic surface on Get3.
The final targeting and insertion steps currently await detailed mechanistic analysis that first requires reconstitution with recombinant factors. Once this is accomplished, insight into the mechanism of ATPase cycle coordination with targeting, substrate release, and insertion can be investigated. At present, Get1 and Get2 seem to be the only membrane factors for insertion (Schuldiner et al. 2008) , but this has not been rigorously demonstrated. It is further unclear whether insertion of the TMD into the lipid bilayer simply requires its release from Get3/TRC40 in the vicinity of the membrane or whether a more active role for protein factors is required. The ability of at least some TMDs to insert unassisted (Brambillasca et al. 2005 (Brambillasca et al. , 2006 ) makes the former model attractive, but relying on a spontaneous process in vivo would seem highly risky given the potential for aggregation of exposed TMDs. Thus, the precise roles of Get1 and Get2 in targeting, stimulation of ATPase activity, substrate release, and insertion remain to be elucidated. In organisms outside of yeast, the identity of the TRC40 receptor remains to be defined. However, given the high conservation of TRC40, a weakly homologous sequence that eventually proves to be structurally similar would not be surprising.
Finally, the structural basis of this pathway remains an area of intense investigation. As with the biochemical analysis, the most challenging will be the earliest steps involving the ribosome and the last step involving the membrane. With considerable recent advances in eukaryotic ribosome structures (Armache et al. 2010 , BenShem et al. 2010 ) and increasing success in IMP expression and crystallization (Granseth et al. 2007) , there is reason for optimism on these two fronts. Importantly, the nonessentiality of the GET pathway in yeast (Schuldiner et al. 2005 (Schuldiner et al. , 2008 considerably eases the technical obstacles of testing insights derived from in vitro studies in vivo. Thus, it seems possible that without the complicating feature of ongoing protein synthesis, the comparatively simpler posttranslational insertion pathway will yield its secrets more readily than the longer-studied cotranslational pathway.
CONCLUSIONS
Eukaryotic cells have evolved remarkably coordinated and regulated mechanisms to immediately shield a TMD as soon as it emerges from the ribosome until its insertion into the lipid bilayer. This coordination involves not only precise spatial regulation (such as SRP positioning relative to the exit tunnel), but also temporal regulation via effects on translation elongation and termination. There is little doubt that all the substrate capture and transfer reactions in membrane insertion pathways will prove to be highly coordinated, but we currently have limited molecular insight for them. For example, the transfer of substrate from SRP to the Sec61 complex remains very poorly understood despite its critical role in ensuring efficient translocation and insertion. Thus, understanding how an intrinsically insoluble domain such as a TMD manages to navigate through an aqueous cytosol poses a fascinating general biochemical problem.
An explanation for this problem likely will also reveal how the many different membraneprotein targeting pathways (to mitochondria, peroxisomes, and chloroplasts in addition to the ER) manage to stay distinct in spite of the fact that TMDs are the main recognition element in each case. For example, how does SRP avoid a mitochondrial membrane protein emerging from the ribosome, or why do mitochondrial TA proteins not engage the ER pathway? The answers likely lie not only in the intrinsic specificities of the recognition factors but also in their spatiotemporal coordination. A hint of how this can be achieved is seen with the lack of cross talk between SRP and TRC40; the former gains an advantage with its ribosome localization, whereas the latter enjoys much higher cellular concentrations. In general, however, the mechanisms to ensure high fidelity among targeting pathways that recognize generally similar substrates remain to be fully elucidated.
Because fidelity is unlikely to be perfect, mechanisms exist to deal with failed IMP targeting (Hessa et al. 2011) . One may anticipate that cytosolic quality-control pathways need to be tightly linked to targeting pathways given the inability of TMD-containing proteins to reside freely in the cytosol. It is therefore very intriguing that, in the TA pathway, both Bag6 and Ubl4A contain ubiquitin-like domains typically involved in protein-degradation pathways. At least one of these domains (on Bag6) is involved in recruiting ubiquitination machinery to facilitate degradation of membrane proteins in the cytosol (Hessa et al. 2011) . Understanding the ways protein targeting is linked to degradation may well be important not only for quality www.annualreviews.org • Membrane Protein Insertioncontrol but possibly also for cellular regulation of IMP abundance.
At the membrane level, the exact mechanisms of TMD movement from aqueous to hydrophobic environments remain to be defined at high resolution. For the Sec61-dependent pathway, this critical step remains especially poorly understood for polytopic IMPs. Current models are not mutually exclusive and range widely, from sequential insertion to those in which insertion of some TMDs occurs after synthesis. For TA proteins, this issue is totally unresolved, with uncertainty about even the basic question of whether insertion machinery is needed after targeting is achieved. And finally, the question of whether other IMP-insertion pathways remain to be discovered should remain open. Not only do some TA proteins fail to interact with the known machinery, but TA proteins are also able to insert (albeit with reduced fidelity) in yeast devoid of the GET pathway. Furthermore, small IMPs are very poorly understood but need to be inserted in different orientations, possibly necessitating unique machinery. Thus, a wide range of questions from those based on general discovery to ones that are highly mechanistic remains to be explored in the area of IMP insertion into the ER.
SUMMARY POINTS
1. Numerous biophysical obstacles must be overcome to target hydrophobic integral membrane proteins through an aqueous cytosol and guide them into the lipid bilayer of the ER.
2. The insertion and topology of any given TMD are influenced by a complex combination of both local and distal sequence determinants. This substantially complicates highly reliable prediction algorithms for polytopic membrane proteins.
3. Most integral membrane proteins are cotranslationally targeted by SRP and subsequently inserted via the Sec61 translocon.
4. The Sec61 translocon consists of an aqueous pore and a lateral gate that allows TMDs to partition into the lipid bilayer. Accessory factors near or associated with the Sec61 channel may facilitate insertion of some proteins.
5. Insertion of marginally hydrophobic TMDs in complex proteins can be facilitated by strong constraints on the assembly of other parts of the protein. This may permit relatively polar sequences to serve as TMDs in the final 3D structure.
6. TA proteins are posttranslationally inserted by the TRC40/GET pathway, which consists of machinery completely distinct from the cotranslational pathway.
7. Transfer of a membrane protein from one complex to the next during targeting and insertion is likely to be highly regulated to minimize exposing TMDs to the cytosol.
8. The multiple steps involved in TA-protein targeting may serve to increase fidelity of targeting and provide a point of quality control or regulation.
FUTURE ISSUES
1. The ability to functionally manipulate insertion machinery in well-defined biochemical systems that efficiently recapitulate membrane protein insertion will be crucial to understanding molecular mechanisms.
